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New Legrand Series Two and Six Outdoor
Speakers Provide Sleek Design for Summer Audio
Mono and Single Stereo Models Deliver High Quality Audio, Flexible Installation Options and
Durability in Outdoor Spaces

HEBRON, Ky., June 28, 2017  – Legrand, the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures,
announced four new Nuvo Series Two and Six outdoor speakers that are designed to elevate living spaces
surrounding the home with clear, crisp and powerful audio. Each model combines top-of-the-line components to
deliver high-power handling and a lifetime of ear-pleasing performance.

The Nuvo Series Two Outdoor Speakers (NV-20D5 and NV-20D6), featuring 5.25-inch and 6.5-inch poly woofers,
respectively, and pivoting .5-inch UFLC dome tweeters, produce a balanced and powerful sound for outside
spaces.

The Nuvo Series Six Outdoor Speakers (NV-60D5 and NV-60D6), featuring 5.25-inch or 6.5-inch carbon
fiber/Kevlar woofers, respectively, and 1-inch titanium tweeters, deliver premium and robust sound to the
backyard, poolside or on the deck.

The Nuvo Series Six Dual Voice Coil Outdoor Speakers (NV-60D5-DVC and NV-60D6-DVC) are individual stereo-
output loudspeakers that reproduce exceptionally nuanced premium audio from two carbon fiber/Kevlar woofers
(of 5.25-inches and 6.5-inches, respectively) and two 1-inch titanium tweeters. These models can be used in
confined spaces or where two speakers are not necessary.

“As the weather heats up, everyone is enjoying their outdoor space and audio is a large part of outdoor
entertaining,” said Jason Evans, audio product manager, Legrand. “Offering high performance and durability,
along with an attractive, smooth curved profile, these models make great outdoor entertainment solutions for
the yard, deck, or any outside space.”

The Series Two and Six speakers are ideal for any outdoor audio installation, or a perfect addition to any existing
Nuvo whole-home audio system to stream music in exterior living spaces. Nuvo Outdoor Speakers feature
durable powder-coated aluminum grills and aluminum speaker brackets. They are IP65-rated for outdoor use
and MIL-STD-810-rated to withstand UV rays, salt spray, and extreme temperatures. All models in this speaker
line carry a lifetime warranty.

For more information on Legrand Nuvo Series Two and Six Outdoor Speakers, please click here.

About Legrand and Legrand, North & Central America

Legrand is a global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of
solutions for use in commercial, industrial and residential markets makes it a benchmark for customers
worldwide. Innovation for a steady flow of new products with high added value is a prime vector for growth,
including, in particular, connected devices stemming from Legrand’s global Eliot (Electricity and IoT) program.
Legrand reported sales of $5.6 billion in 2016. Legrand has a strong presence in North and Central America,
with a portfolio of well-known product lines that include C2G, Cablofil, Electrorack, Luxul, Middle Atlantic, Nuvo,
OCL, On-Q, Ortronics, Pass & Seymour, Pinnacle, QMotion, Quiktron, Raritan, Solarfective, Vantage,
Wattstopper, and Wiremold. Legrand is listed on Euronext Paris and is a component stock of indexes including
the CAC40, FTSE4Good, MSCI World, ASPI, Corporate Oekom Rating and DJSI (ISIN code
FR0010307819) www.legrand.us. 
 

Images of the Nuvo Series Two and Six Outdoor Speakers can be accessed via this link.
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